
SIMPLON
WHITE STONE

BERNARDO 353 Side table

TOP BASEMETAL

HPL
GREY

SMOKE MILK RUST SMOKE MILK RUST

DESCRIPTION
Side table for outdoor use

STRUCTURE
Powder coated steel cleaned and treated with an 
electrolytic process of hard iron phosphatisation. This 
pre-painting guarantees a higher resistance to 
corrosion and it removes polluting substances. Its 
effect is reinforced with a following nanotechnology 
anticorrosive treatment and with an electrostatic 
powder painting with polyester base that gives more 
protection from scratches and also the final coloring to 
the product.

TOP
Powder coated steel (see “structure”) or HPL grey. 
HPL (High pressure laminate) of a great quality with a 
characteristic black heart, very resistant to wear and 
tear, humidity, steam, UV, fungi, spores and mould. It is 
self-extinguishing and it is class 2 fire resistant; it does 
not contain chlorine or asbestos and it is certifies by 
Fira Institute for coming in contact with foodstuff.

BASE
Grey granite stone, brushed with a natural effect.

WEIGHT
14 kg

design RODOLFO DORDONI

53 cm
(20 7/8)

50 cm
(19 5/8)

50 cm
(19 5/8)

Ø 50 cm
(19 5/8)



BERNARDO 354 Side table

TOP BASEMETAL

HPL
GREY

SMOKE MILK RUST

DESCRIPTION
Side table for outdoor use

STRUCTURE
Powder coated steel cleaned and treated with an 
electrolytic process of hard iron phosphatisation. This 
pre-painting guarantees a higher resistance to 
corrosion and it removes polluting substances. Its 
effect is reinforced with a following nanotechnology 
anticorrosive treatment and with an electrostatic 
powder painting with polyester base that gives more 
protection from scratches and also the final coloring to 
the product.

TOP
HPL (High pressure laminate) of a great quality with a 
characteristic black heart, very resistant to wear and 
tear, humidity, steam, UV, fungi, spores and mould. It is 
self-extinguishing and it is class 2 fire resistant; it does 
not contain chlorine or asbestos and it is certifies by 
Fira Institute for coming in contact with foodstuff.

BASE
Grey granite stone, brushed with a natural effect.

WEIGHT
14 kg

design RODOLFO DORDONI

SIMPLON
WHITE STONE

54 cm
(21 1/4

Ø 45 cm
(17 3/4)

Ø 50 cm
(19 5/8)



BERNARDO 367 Side table

TOPMETAL

HPL
GREY

SMOKE MILK RUST SMOKE MILK RUST

DESCRIPTION
Side table for outdoor use

STRUCTURE
Powder coated steel cleaned and treated with an 
electrolytic process of hard iron phosphatisation. This 
pre-painting guarantees a higher resistance to 
corrosion and it removes polluting substances. Its 
effect is reinforced with a following nanotechnology 
anticorrosive treatment and with an electrostatic 
powder painting with polyester base that gives more 
protection from scratches and also the final coloring to 
the product.

TOP
Powder coated steel (see “structure”) or HPL grey. 
HPL (High pressure laminate) of a great quality with a 
characteristic black heart, very resistant to wear and 
tear, humidity, steam, UV, fungi, spores and mould. It is 
self-extinguishing and it is class 2 fire resistant; it does 
not contain chlorine or asbestos and it is certifies by 
Fira Institute for coming in contact with foodstuff.

BASE
Grey granite stone, brushed with a natural effect.

WEIGHT
15 kg

design RODOLFO DORDONI

67 cm
(26 3/8)

50 cm
(19 5/8)

50 cm
(19 5/8)

SIMPLON
WHITE STONE

BASE

Ø 50 cm
(19 5/8)



BERNARDO 368 Side table

TOP BASEMETAL

HPL GREYSMOKE MILK RUST

DESCRIPTION
Side table for outdoor use

STRUCTURE
Powder coated steel cleaned and treated with an 
electrolytic process of hard iron phosphatisation. This 
pre-painting guarantees a higher resistance to 
corrosion and it removes polluting substances. Its 
effect is reinforced with a following nanotechnology 
anticorrosive treatment and with an electrostatic 
powder painting with polyester base that gives more 
protection from scratches and also the final coloring to 
the product.

TOP
HPL (High pressure laminate) of a great quality with a 
characteristic black heart, very resistant to wear and 
tear, humidity, steam, UV, fungi, spores and mould. It is 
self-extinguishing and it is class 2 fire resistant; it does 
not contain chlorine or asbestos and it is certifies by 
Fira Institute for coming in contact with foodstuff.

BASE
Grey granite stone, brushed with a natural effect.

WEIGHT
15 kg

design RODOLFO DORDONI

SIMPLON WHITE STONE

68 cm
(26 3/4)

Ø 45 cm
(17 3/4)

BASE

SIMPLON
WHITE STONE

Ø 50 cm
(19 5/8)
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